SETH predicts nuances of residue disorder from protein embeddings
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Abstract

Predictions of millions of protein 3D structures are only a few clicks away since the release of AlphaFold2 results for entire data sets. However, many proteins have so-called intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) that do not adopt unique structures in isolation. These IDRs are associated with several diseases, including Alzheimer’s Disease. We showed that the absence of reliable AlphaFold2 predictions correlated only to a limited extent with IDRs. In contrast, many expert methods predict IDRs directly and reliably by combining complex machine learning models with expert-crafted input features and evolutionary information from multiple sequence alignments. Some of these input features are not always available and computationally expensive to generate, limiting their scalability. In this work, we present the novel prediction method SETH that predicts residue disorder from embeddings generated by the protein Language Model ProtT5, which explicitly only uses single sequences as input. Thereby SETH, a relatively shallow convolutional neural network, already outperformed much more complex state-of-the-art solutions while being much faster, allowing to create predictions for the human proteome in fewer than 30 minutes on a machine with one RTX A6000 GPU with 48GB RAM. Trained on a continuous disorder scale, our method captured subtle variations in disorder, thereby providing important information beyond the binary classification of other predictors. The new method is freely publicly available at: https://github.com/DagmarIlz/SETH.

1 Introduction

IDRs crucial for the functioning of organisms. Protein sequence determines protein three-dimensional (3D) structure, which, in turn, determines protein function. While this dogma usually refers to proteins folding into well-defined 3D structures, other proteins do not adopt unique 3D structures in isolation. Instead, these so-called intrinsically disordered proteins (Dunker et al., 2013) with intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) sample their accessible conformational space, thereby expanding their functional spectrum (Wright and Dyson, 1999; Radivojac et al., 2004; Tompa et al., 2005; Tompa et al., 2006; Tompa et al., 2008; Uversky et al., 2009; Schlessinger et al., 2011), and possibly providing mechanisms to cope with evolutionary challenges (Tantos et al., 2009; Vicedo et al., 2015a; Vicedo et al., 2015b). For long IDRs, the difference between long IDR and long loops (neither helix nor strand) can be reliably predicted from sequences (Schlessinger et al., 2007b). For very short regions, IDRs and loops are technically not distinguishable in a predictive sense. Therefore, IDRs have to be longer than some minimal length Lmin for identification. While the precise value for Lmin remains obscure, Lmin=10 is clearly too short and Lmin=30 is clearly sufficient, as may be many values in between (Schlessinger et al., 2011). Using the more conservative Lmin=30, about 20-50% of all proteins in an organism are predicted to contain IDRs, with higher abundance in eukaryotes, especially in mammals (Romero et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2002; Schlessinger et al., 2011). Every fourth protein has been predicted as completely disordered (Dunker et al., 2008). This ubiquitous nature of disorder highlights its importance for the correct functioning of cells and makes the identification of IDRs crucial for understanding protein function. Alzheimer’s disease and Huntington’s disease, which are related to malfunctioning of disordered proteins/IDRs upon
mutation, further underline this importance (Dyson and Wright, 2005; Dunker et al., 2008).

**Experimental best for IDRs: CheZOD scores.** The experimental study of protein disorder remains difficult. X-ray crystallography is challenged by the lack of rigidity and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) remains limited to proteins shorter than average (~450 residues) (Howard, 1998; Oldfield et al., 2013; Nwanochie and Uversky, 2019). An additional complication is that upon binding to substrates, IDRs may appear ordered (Nielsen and Mulder, 2019). Arguably, today’s best experimental approach toward capturing IDRs are NMR-derived chemical shift Z-scores (CheZOD scores), despite the length-limitation (Nielsen and Mulder, 2019). In contrast to binary measures such as “missing X-Ray coordinates” (Romero et al., 1998), CheZOD scores provide a well-calibrated measure for the nuances of per-residue disorder. CheZOD scores are computed from the difference of chemical shift values obtained in NMR spectroscopy (Howard, 1998) and computed random coil chemical shift values (Nielsen and Mulder, 2020).

**Plenty of prediction methods available.** The limited scalability of labor-intensive and expensive wet-lab experiments has spawned many computational tools for disorder prediction, including (from old to new): PONDR (Romero et al., 1998; Peng et al., 2005), NORSp (Liu et al., 2002), DISOPRED2 (Ward et al., 2004), IUPred (Dosztanyi et al., 2005), FoldIndex (Prilusky et al., 2005); RONN (Yang et al., 2005), PrDOS (Ishida and Kinoshita, 2007), NORSnet (Schlessinger et al., 2007a), MetaDisorder-MD (Schlessinger et al., 2009), ESpritz (Walsh et al., 2012), MetaDisorder (Kozlowski and Bujnicki, 2012), SPOTDisorder (Hanson et al., 2016), and ODINPred (Dass et al., 2020). As for almost every phenotype since the introduction of the combination of machine learning and evolutionary information (EI), derived from multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) (Rost and Sander, 1993), MSA-based predictions were best (Nielsen and Mulder, 2019; Dass et al., 2020). However, using EI/MSAs slows down inference and performs worse for proteins with a limited number of aligned sequences, which complicates the prediction of IDRs, which are inherently difficult to align due to, e.g., reduced sequence conservation in comparison to structured regions (Radivojac et al., 2002; Lange et al., 2016).

The prediction of protein structure from sequence leaped in quality through AlphaFold2 (Jumper et al., 2021), Nature’s method of the year 2021 (Marx, 2022). Although AlphaFold2 appears to provide accurate predictions for only very few novel “folds”, it importantly increases the width of structural coverage (Bordin et al., 2022). One important additional feature of AlphaFold2, other than providing the best 3D predictions from sequence/MSAs, is the estimate of performance depending on prediction strength, i.e., measuring prediction reliability as introduced for secondary structure prediction (Rost and Sander, 1993). The resulting score, dubbed pLDDT (predicted local distance difference test), distinguishes formidably between trustworthy and less reliable predictions (Jumper et al., 2021). Low values for pLDDT have been suggested to predict IDRs rather accurately (Wilson et al., 2021; Piovesan et al., 2022) or to predict non-existing proteins (Monzon et al., 2022).

**Protein Language Models (pLMs) latest breakthrough.** Inspired by recent leaps in Natural Language Processing (NLP), pLMs learn to predict masked tokens given their surrounding sequence of tokens (Asgari and Mofrad, 2015; Alley et al., 2019; Bepler and Berger, 2019; Heinzinger et al., 2019; Bepler and Berger, 2021; Elnaggar et al., 2021; Ofer et al., 2021; Rives et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2021). Toward this end, NLP words/tokens correspond to amino acids, while sentences correspond to full-length proteins in most current pLMs. As no information other than the amino acid sequence is required at any stage (self-supervised learning), pLMs efficiently leverage large but unlabeled databases with billions of protein sequences, such as BFD with 2.7b sequences (Steinegger et al., 2019). The information learned by the pLM during so-called (pre-) training can be retrieved and transferred (transfer learning) afterwards, by encoding a protein sequence in vector representations (embeddings). In their simplest form, embeddings mirror the last “hidden” states/values of pLMs. In analogy to NLPs implicitly learning grammar, embeddings from pLMs were shown to capture some aspects of the language of life as written in protein sequences (Heinzinger et al., 2019; Ofer et al., 2021), which suffices as exclusive input to many methods predicting aspects of protein structure and function (Asgari and Mofrad, 2015; Alley et al., 2019; Heinzinger et al., 2019; Elnaggar et al., 2021; Heinzinger et al., 2021; Littmann et al., 2021).
Here, we bypass the problem of getting EI from MSAs for IDR s, by using embeddings from pre-trained protein language models (pLMs). In particular, we compared embeddings from five pLMs (ESM-1b (Rives et al., 2021), ProtBERT (Elnaggar et al., 2021), SeqVec (Heinzinger et al., 2019), ProtT5 (Elnaggar et al., 2021) and ProSE (Bepler and Berger, 2021)) by training a linear regression on each of the five pLM embeddings individually on predicting the degree of disorder of a residue as defined by the CheZOD scores. The pLMs themselves were not fine-tuned in any way to solving the prediction problem. Only the embeddings from the pLM that performed best when used as input to the linear regression were further used to train and compare four, in part, slightly more complex models, namely a logistic regression (LogReg), another linear regression (LinReg; trained on the full training set, as opposed to the linear regression used to compare the pLMs, only trained on 90% of the training set), a two-layer neural network (ANN), and a two-layer convolutional neural network (CNN; dubbed SETH (Self-supervised Embeddings predicT chemical sHift Z-scores)). By training regression and classification models, we also investigated the benefit of training on nuanced CheZOD scores compared to binary disorder classification. The combination of using a rather simplistic model and embeddings from single protein sequences enabled our final method called SETH to predict disorder for the entirety of Swiss-Prot (The UniProt et al., 2021) in approximately 7 hours on a machine with one RTX A6000 GPU with 48GB RAM.

While recent, unpublished work implies that AlphaFold2's pLDDT can be used for binary classification of disorder/order (Wilson et al., 2021;Piovesan et al., 2022), we also analyzed whether or not the AlphaFold2 pLDDT provides information on nuances of disorder as reflected in the CheZOD scores.

2 Methods

2.1 Data sets

Raw data CheZOD scores. To streamline comparability to existing methods, we used two datasets available from ODINpred (Dass et al., 2020) for training (file name CheZOD in GitHub; 1325 proteins) and testing (file name CheZOD in GitHub; 117 proteins). Each dataset contains protein sequences and CheZOD scores for each residue. This score measures the degree of disorder of the residue and is calculated from the difference between chemical shift values obtained by NMR spectroscopy (Howard, 1998) and computed random coil chemical shifts (Nielsen and Mulder, 2020). These differences vary considerably between ordered and disordered residues, thereby continuously measuring the nuances of order/disorder for each residue (Nielsen and Mulder, 2020).

Redundancy reduction. To guarantee no relevant redundancy between train and test set, we constructed non-redundant subsets. Firstly, we built profiles (position specific scoring matrices; PSSMs) from multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) obtained through three iterations with MMSeqs2 (Steinegger and Söding, 2017) (--num-iterations 3; other parameters were left at default values) against proteins in the training set. In the next step, any protein in the training set that shared more than 20% PIDE (percentage pairwise sequence identity) to any test set profile using bi-directional coverage, was removed using high-sensitivity (--s 7.5) search in MMSeqs2 (Steinegger and Söding, 2017). As the training set had been constructed such that any proteins within the set shared a maximum of 50% PIDE (Dass et al., 2020), no redundancy reduction within the training set was performed. Secondly, while embeddings were computed from full-length protein sequences, all residues not having a valid CheZOD score (indicated by CheZOD scores:<900) were excluded during training and evaluation. The resulting training set (dubbed CheZOD1174) contained 1174 proteins with a total of 132,545 residues (with an average length of 113 residues these proteins were about 3-4 times shorter than most existing proteins). The resulting dataset for testing (dubbed CheZOD117), contained 117 sequences with a total of 13,069 residues (average: 112). Consequently, we did not alter the test set published alongside ODINpred, which has been used to evaluate 26 disorder prediction methods (Nielsen and Mulder, 2019), enabling a direct comparison of the results. However, as we altered the training data published and used for ODINpred, to ensure that there was absolutely no overlap between training and test data, some methods from others may have allowed more for homology-based prediction, i.e., for
zooming into the residual levels of redundancy between train and test sets.

**Dataset distributions.** After preparing the data, the distributions of the CheZOD scores were analyzed for both datasets (Supplementary Figure 1). The CheZOD scores in these sets ranged from -5.6 to 16.2. A previously established threshold of eight differentiates between disorder (CheZOD>8) and order (CheZOD<8) (Nielsen and Mulder, 2016). In both sets, the CheZOD score distributions were bimodal, but while there was an over-representation of ordered residues in CheZOD1174 (72% ordered), disordered residues were most prevalent in CheZOD117 (31% ordered). As artificial intelligence (AI) always optimizes for similar distributions in train and test, this discrepancy provided an additional safeguard against over-estimation of performance.

### 2.2 Data representation: embeddings

**Five pLMs.** Protein sequences from both sets (CheZOD117, CheZOD1174) were encoded as distributed vector representations (embeddings) with the following five pLMs: (1) SeqVec (Heinzinger et al., 2019), based on the NLP algorithm ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), is a stack of bi-directional long short-term memory cells (LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)) trained on a 50% non-redundant version of UniProt (The UniProt et al., 2021) (UniRef50 (Suzek et al., 2015)). (2) ProtBERT (Elnaggar et al., 2021), based on the NLP algorithm BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), trained on the Big Fantastic Database, (Steinegger and Söding, 2018;Steinegger et al., 2019) with over 2.3 billion protein sequences. (3) ESM-1b (Rives et al., 2021), which is conceptually similar to (Prot)BERT (both use a stack of Transformer encoder modules (Vaswani et al., 2017)), but trained on UniRef50. (4) ProtT5-XL-U50 (Elnaggar et al., 2021) (dubbed ProtT5 for simplicity), based on the NLP sequence-to-sequence model T5 (Transformer encoder-decoder architecture) (Raffel et al., 2020), trained on the Big Fantastic Database and fine-tuned on Uniref50. (5) ProSE (Bepler and Berger, 2021), consisting of LSTMs trained on 76M unlabeled protein sequences in UniRef90 and additionally on predicting intra-residue contacts and structural similarity from 28k SCOPe proteins (Fox et al., 2014). While ProtBERT and ESM-1b were trained on reconstructing corrupted tokens/amino acids from non-corrupted (protein) sequence context (i.e.,

**Embeddings: last hidden layer.** Embeddings were extracted from the last hidden layer of the pLMs, with ProtT5 per-residue embeddings being derived from the last attention layer of the model’s encoder-side using half-precision. The bio_embeddings package was used to generate the embeddings (Dallago et al., 2021). The resulting output is a single vector for each input residue, yielding an LxN-dimensional matrix (L: protein length, N: embedding dimension; N=1024 for SeqVec/ProtBERT/ProtT5; N=1280 for ESM-1b; N=6165 for ProSE).

**Choosing embeddings best suited for IDR prediction.** To find the most informative pLM embeddings for the prediction of IDRs/CheZOD score-residue disorder, we randomly chose 90% of the proteins in CheZOD1174 and trained a linear regression model on each of the five pLM embeddings individually to predict continuous CheZOD scores. The linear regressions were implemented with the LinearRegression module of scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) with all parameters left at default values. Following this, the models were evaluated through two measures of performance, namely the Spearman correlation coefficient ($\rho$; Eqn. 2) and the AUC (area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; scikit-learn implementation). For this evaluation, the remaining 10% of CheZOD1174 were used (see section 2.5 for details). Only the best-performing pLM was used for further analyses.
Unsupervised embedding analysis. Lastly, the ProtT5 embeddings of CheZOD117 were analyzed in more detail on their disorder signal, by creating a t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE; (van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008)) using the scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) implementation. PCA (principle component analysis (Wold et al., 1987)) initialized the t-SNE to enable higher reliability of the resulting structure (Kobak and Berens, 2019). Furthermore, following a rule of thumb previously established (Kobak and Berens, 2019), the perplexity was chosen at the high value of 130 (1% of the sample size) to emphasize a global data structure (Kobak and Berens, 2019) in order to identify putative clusters of order or disorder. All other parameters were left at default values.

2.3 Disorder predictors and training

We optimized four different models to predict disorder: (1) linear regression (dubbed LinReg), (2) multi-layer artificial neural network (dubbed ANN), (3) two-layer CNN (dubbed SETH) and (4) logistic regression (dubbed LogReg). The models used throughout this work were deliberately kept simple. Firstly, because we tried to get the best possible fast prediction. Secondly, more complex models often do not improve performance significantly despite being computationally more expensive during training and deployment (Elnaggar et al., 2021;Littmann et al., 2021b;Marquet et al., 2021). Three of our models were trained on regression (LinReg, ANN and SETH), mapping from pLM embeddings to continuous CheZOD scores, while LogReg was trained on discriminating disordered from ordered residues (binary classification), mapping from pLM embeddings to binary labels, obtained by applying a previously established threshold of eight (Nielsen and Mulder, 2016) on the CheZOD scores.

LinReg, ANN and LogReg were implemented with scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011). For LinReg the LinearRegression model was used. For ANN, the MLPRegressor model was used and lastly, for LogReg, the LogisticRegression model was used. For the linear regression, all parameters were left at default levels. For LogReg, the class imbalance between ordered/disordered residues was taken into account by setting “class_weight” to balanced, which causes weighting inversely proportional to class frequency. Furthermore, the maximal number of iterations was chosen to be 400, while all other parameters were left at standard values. For ANN, the tanh was used as the activation function between hidden layers, an identity function was used in the final output layer, the random state was set to 1 to guarantee reproducibility and early stopping was activated. Furthermore, an optimization of the following hyperparameters was performed using scikit-learn’s GridSearchCV on CheZOD1174: a) number of hidden neurons, b) solver (adam (Kingma and Ba, 2017) versus stochastic gradient descent (SGD) (Rumelhart et al., 1986)), and c) the learning rate. The ρ between the true and predicted CheZOD scores was used as the scoring function in this optimization. The best performing model (in terms of mean ρ), was used for any further analysis, resulting in the stochastic gradient descent, 2 hidden layers with 3 neurons each and a constant learning rate of 0.001 (Supplementary Figure 2). SETH was implemented with PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019), where the convolutional layers were implemented with “Conv2d”. Padding was applied to keep the dimension corresponding to the number of residues constant in the convolutions. MSELoss was used as the loss function and adam was used as the optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001, activating adamamsgrad (Reddi, 2018). The random seeds used were all set to 42 for reproducibility. For training, 90% of the proteins of CheZOD1174 were randomly chosen. The remaining 10%, the validation data, was used to determine early stopping, after 10 epochs of no improvement. Furthermore, the validation data was used to evaluate the hyperparameter optimization (Supplementary Figure 3). Out of the best performing models in this optimization, the model with the most constraints was chosen as the final model (Supplementary Figure 3, red bar), resulting in a kernel size of (5,1), 28 output channels of the first convolutional layer, the activation function Tanh between the 2 convolutional layers and the weight decay parameter of 0.001 in the optimizer.

2.4 AlphaFold2

AlphaFold2 (Jumper et al., 2021) predicts a reliability for the correctness of each residue prediction, namely, the pLDDT. This score has been correlated to binary descriptions of disorder (Wilson et al., 2021;Piovesan et al., 2022). To analyze AlphaFold2 predictions against CheZOD scores, we predicted the 3D structures for all proteins in CheZOD117 using ColabFold (Mirdita et al., 2022). ColabFold speeds up
**AlphaFold2** predictions 20-30x by replacing jackhmmer (Johnson et al., 2010) and HHblits (Remmert et al., 2012) in the computationally expensive MSA generation by **MMSegs2** (Steinegger and Söding, 2017) without losing much in performance. We generated MSAs by searching UniClust30 (Mirdita et al., 2017) and the environment database ColabFoldDB (Mirdita et al., 2022). Neither templates nor Amber force-field relaxation (Hornak et al., 2006) were used, as those have been shown to not improve results significantly, on average (Jumper et al., 2021; Mirdita et al., 2022) while increasing compute time manifold (especially the Amber relaxation).

### 2.5 Evaluation of disorder predictions

In our performance evaluation, we followed the previous method comparison ((Nielsen and Mulder, 2019); comparing variants of MetaDisorder (Kozlowski and Bujnicki, 2012), SPOT-Disorder (Hanson et al., 2016), AUCPred with and without evolution (Wang et al., 2016), MFDp2 (Mizianty et al., 2013), PrDOS (Ishida and Kinoshita, 2007), RONN (Yang et al., 2005), DISpro (Cheng et al., 2005), DISOPRED2 (Ward et al., 2004), DISOPRED3 (Jones and Cozzetto, 2015), s2D (Sormanni et al., 2015), DynaMine (Cilia et al., 2013), variants of ESPRIT (Walsh et al., 2012), DISPROT (VSL2b; (Vucetic et al., 2003)), variants of IUPred (Dosztanyi et al., 2005), variants of DisEMBL (Linding et al., 2003a), GlobPlot (Linding et al., 2003b)) by using the same test set and evaluation metrics, to ease comparability. Therefore, the ρs between the true CheZOD scores and the predicted CheZOD scores (or for LogReg and AlphaFold2, the predicted class probabilities or the pLDDT, respectively) were calculated for all our models.

The ρ and its 95% confidence interval (CI) were estimated over n = 1000 bootstrap sets in all cases (Efron and Tibshirani, 1991). For each bootstrap set, a random sample of the size of the test set ( = m) was drawn with replacement from the test set. For each of these sampled sets, the ρ was calculated. If ui is the rank of the ith value in the true CheZOD scores and vi the rank of the ith value in the predicted CheZOD scores (or the rank of the respective values for LogReg and AlphaFold2) of the method, the ρ was calculated with Eqn. 2. The final ρ was derived from averaging over those 1000 values and the 95% CI was estimated with Eqn. 2, the average ρ over all bootstrap sets.

### 2.6 Speed analysis

We analyzed the best method introduced here on its runtime for the human proteome and Swiss-Prot (The UniProt et al., 2021). This evaluation was performed on a machine with 2 AMD EPYC™ ROME 7352 CPUs at 2.30GHz each with 24/48 cores, a 256GB RAM (16 x 16GB) DDR4-3200MHz ECC, one RTX A6000 GPU with 48GB RAM, a 278GB SSD scratch disk and a 7.3TB HDD. The runtime reported included all steps required for receiving the predictions: load ProtT5, load the model checkpoint of the best method according to the evaluation, read in the sequences from the FASTA file, create embeddings, create predictions and lastly write the predictions into a file.

### 3 Results

**Success of minimalist: single sequence, simple model.** While state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods usually rely on some form of evolutionary information (EI) taken from MSAs as input to predict disorder, the method(s) introduced here use protein Language Models (pLMs) to encode single protein sequences as embeddings that served as the sole input feature for any prediction. To find the most informative pLM concerning disorder prediction, we predicted CheZOD scores through the minimalistic approach of linear regressions on top of embeddings from five pLMs (ProtT5: (Elnaggar et al., 2021), ProSE: (Bepler and Berger, 2021), ESM-1b: (Rives et al., 2021), ProtBERT: (Elnaggar et al., 2021), SeqVec: (Heinzinger et al., 2019)). Through the simplicity of a linear regression, we could focus on the
most informative signal for disorder in the embeddings. We established a random baseline through inputting random embeddings with 1024 dimensions sampled from a standard normal distribution. Following the recent assessment of 26 methods (Nielsen and Mulder, 2019), we calculated the ρ between true and predicted CheZOD scores and the AUC for 10% of CheZOD1174, not used in training, to evaluate the models. We calculated 95% CIs through bootstrapping (Efron and Tibshirani, 1991). The ρ describes the agreement between predicted and observed CheZOD scores, while the AUC provides some indication for the success of the binary classification into order and disorder.

Embeddings from all pLMs outperformed the random baseline, both for the correlation (Fig. 1A; ρ) and the binary projection of CheZOD scores (Fig. 1B; AUC). The simplest pLM-type included here, namely SeqVec, performed consistently and statistically significantly worse than all other pLMs (Fig. 1). The other four embeddings (ProSE, ESM-1b, ProtT5, ProtBERT) did not differ to an extent that was statistically significant, given the small data set. However, since the linear regression trained on ProtT5 reached the numerical top both in ρ and AUC, we used only embeddings from ProtT5 for further analyses.

Next, we analyzed which information about disorder ProtT5 had already learned during self-supervised pre-training, i.e., before seeing any disorder-related labels. Towards this end, 1024-dimensional embeddings for all residues in all CheZOD117 sequences were projected to two dimensions using t-SNE (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1: Linear regression on five pLMs successful. Performance for training on 90% of set CheZOD1174 (Dass et al., 2020) and testing on the remaining 10% simply using linear regressions fed by raw embeddings (without further optimization) from five protein language models (pLMs), namely: ProtT5 (Elnaggar et al., 2021), ProtBERT (Elnaggar et al., 2021), ESM-1b (Rives et al., 2021), ProSE (Bepler and Berger, 2021), SeqVec (Heinzinger et al., 2019). The sixth rows display the baseline/random predictions computed on 1024 dimensional embeddings sampled randomly from a standard normal distribution. Panel (A) depicts the Spearman correlation coefficient (ρ; Eqn. 2), calculated using the observed and predicted CheZOD scores, while Panel (B) required to first project predictions onto a binary state of disorder (CheZOD score≤8) /order (CheZOD score>8) and measures the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). The errors mark the 95% confidence intervals approximated by multiplying 1.96 with the bootstrap standard deviation (Methods section 2.5).

ProtT5 captures disorder without any optimization. Next, we analyzed which information about disorder ProtT5 had already learned during self-supervised pre-training, i.e., before seeing any disorder-related labels. Towards this end, 1024-dimensional embeddings for all residues in all CheZOD117 sequences were projected to two dimensions using t-SNE (Fig. 2).
amino acid types (here shown in one-letter code; A=Alanine, C=Cysteine, D=Aspartic acid, E=Glutamic acid, F=Phenylalanine, G=Glycine, H=Histidine, I=Isoleucine, K=Lysine, L=Leucine, M=Methionine, N=Asparagine, P=Proline, Q=Glutamine, R=Arginine, S=Serine, T=Threonine, V=Valine, W=Tryptophan, Y=Tyrosine).

The resulting image suggests some level of separation between ordered (red) and disordered (blue) residues (Fig. 2A: red colors oriented toward the Fig. center in each cluster), indicating that even raw ProtT5 embeddings already captured some aspects of disorder without having used any such annotations (ProtT5 only learned to predict masked amino acid tokens (El naggar et al., 2021)). However, the major signal seemingly did not cluster the disorder/order phenotype. Coloring residues according to amino acid type showed that this “phenotype” provided the predominant signal for generating the clusters (Fig. 2B).

**SETH (CNN) outperformed other supervised models.**

Next, we compared different AI-models inputting ProtT5 embeddings to predict continuous CheZOD scores (1-3) or binary disorder (4): (1) LinReg: linear regression trained on the full training set instead of the 90% subset used before, (2) ANN: 2-layer neural network with about three times more free parameters than LinReg, (3) SETH: 2-layer CNN, (4) LogReg: logistic regression analyzing the effect of transferring the regression problem to a classification problem by predicting the mapping of the continuous CheZOD scores to either disorder (CheZOD scores≤8) or order (CheZOD scores>8).

As we evaluated all four models on the same test set (CheZOD117) and used the same metrics (ρ and AUC) as a recent method comparison (Nielsen and Mulder, 2019), we could add the performances of our methods to this comparison (Fig. 3). We also evaluated the ODiNPred web application (Dass et al., 2020) on CheZOD117 and added this to the comparison. When considering the mean ρ (Fig. 3A), our methods SETH, LinReg and ANN outperformed all others not using EI (below dashed line in Fig. 3), as well as the methods relying on EI (above dashed line in Fig. 3). When requiring a statistically significant difference at the 95% CI (±1.96 standard errors) for the ρ, our methods (SETH, LinReg, ANN and LogReg) significantly outperformed all others, except for ODiNPred. When evaluating the performance based on the mean AUC, all our methods, even the simplistic linear regression, outperformed all other evaluated methods. Due to the already high AUC levels, the absolute improvement of our models in terms of AUC was numerically smaller compared to the improvement in the ρ and, consequently, often not statistically significant.

Comparing the models introduced here based on the AUC or the ρ revealed no significant difference between LogReg, LinReg, ANN and SETH. However, SETH had the highest mean ρ and, together with LinReg, the highest mean AUC.

For a more detailed analysis of the correlation between ground truth (CheZOD scores from NMR and computed estimates (Nielsen and Mulder, 2020)) and predictions, we plotted the true and predicted CheZOD scores (or for LogReg the true CheZOD scores and the predicted probability for the class “order”) for CheZOD117 against each other in a 2D histogram for all four models (Fig. 4). SETH (Fig. 4A), ANN (Fig. 4B) and LinReg (Fig. 4C) agreed well with the ground truth (matching the high ρ-values). However, SETH’s and ANN’s points clustered more closely around the diagonal than LinReg’s. Additionally, the plots revealed that SETH, LinReg and ANN tended to overestimate residue order, as indicated by the higher prediction density above the diagonal. In contrast to our other models, most of the pairs of LogReg’s predicted order probability vs. true CheZOD scores fell into two flat clusters at 0 and 1, confirming that LogReg tended to predict extreme values optimal for classification. Thereby, it lost the subtle nuances of a residue’s “(dis-) orderness”. This was also reflected in the lower mean ρ of LogReg, compared to SETH, LinReg or ANN.
Embedding-based disorder prediction

Fig. 3: pLM-based methods performed outstandingly. Data: set CheZOD117 (Dass et al., 2020). All methods introduced here (SETH, ANN, LinReg, LogReg, LinReg1D) in red, the ODiNPred web application in grey (Dass et al., 2020), for AlphaFold2 ((Jumper et al., 2021); in blue), we used its pLDDT score as proxy for order, all other performances were taken from the previous comparison (Nielsen and Mulder, 2019) using the same test set. While three of our models (SETH, ANN, LinReg/LinReg1D) and ODiNPred were trained on continuous chemical shift Z-scores (CheZOD scores), LogReg is a logistic regression trained on binary classification of order/disorder (ODiNPred used more proteins for training than our pLM-based models). The dotted line separates models using evolutionary information from multiple sequence alignments (above line) from single sequence-based methods (below line). Error bars mark the 95% confidence interval, approximated by bootstrapping for our methods, AlphaFold2 and the ODiNPred web application. Panel (A): Spearman correlation coefficient ($\rho$; Eqn. 2). Panel (B): Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) after binary projection of CheZOD scores (order: CheZOD score > 8, disorder: CheZOD score ≤ 8; (Nielsen and Mulder, 2016)).
Fig. 4: Nuances about per-residue CheZOD scores accurately predicted. Data: set CheZOD117 (13,069 residues; (Dass et al., 2020)). Histogram of the observed CheZOD score (x-axis) against predictions for six methods (y-axis). Additionally, a marginal histogram is visible for each axis. Methods introduced here: (A) SETH, (B) ANN, (C) LinReg, (D) LogReg, (E) raw embedding dimension 295 (d295 raw) of ProtT5, which is the dimension with the highest regression coefficient in LinReg. (F) AlphaFold2 (AF2; (Jumper et al., 2021)). The black diagonal in each plot marks the optimal regression fit. Vertical dotted black lines separate ordered (CheZOD score>8) from disordered residues (CheZOD score≤8; (Nielsen and Mulder, 2016)). The Spearman correlation coefficient (ρ) was estimated from bootstrapping in all panels. For all panels except panel (D), the same colors correspond to the same number of points in an area.
SETH very fast. Although three of our models outperformed all other methods compared, we would always pick the best of the three, namely SETH, when analyzing proteins and proteomes. Thus, we next analyzed the speed of SETH. On a machine with one RTX A6000 GPU with 48GB RAM, predicting the nuances of disorder for each residue of the entire human proteome (20,352 proteins) from the individual protein sequences took approximately 23 minutes. For Swiss-Prot (566,969 proteins; (The UniProt et al., 2021)), it took approximately seven hours. Consequently, SETH can predict disorder for approximately 15-20 proteins in 1 second.

The most informative embedding dimension / LinReg1D. After training, we also analyzed the regression coefficients of LinReg to better understand how ProtT5 embeddings affected the prediction. For the dimension with the highest regression coefficient (dimension 295 of 1024; Supplementary Figure 4), we subsequently plotted the raw embedding values against the true CheZOD scores (Fig. 4E) to visualize the information on order/disorder in the embeddings without supervised training. The Spearman correlation for this single dimension ($\rho = 0.61$) was almost the same as that for all 1024-d used by LinReg ($\rho = 0.69$), showing that the pLM already learned aspects of disorder during self-supervised pre-training, i.e., without ever seeing such labels. However, in contrast to LinReg, the single dimension without supervised training avoided to overestimate residue order (no accumulation of high density above the diagonal; Fig. 4).

In order to explicitly quantify the influence of this single most informative dimension, we additionally trained and evaluated a linear regression inputting only this 295th embedding dimension (dubbed LinReg1D). LinReg1D reached a $\rho$ of 0.61 (LinReg $\rho=0.69$) and an AUC of 0.87 (LinReg$=0.91$, Fig. 3). Therefore, this single dimension accounted for 89% or 96% of the performance of LinReg, when considering the $\rho$ or the AUC respectively. As only a linear transformation was performed from the raw values to LinReg1D, both showed the same $\rho$ when correlated with the true CheZOD scores (Fig. 4, Supplementary Figure 5).

When comparing LinReg1D to the predictors evaluated in the large-scale comparison of disorder predictors (Nielsen and Mulder, 2019) and ODiNPred, even this extremely reduced model outperformed all other methods not using EI and only fell short compared to the two best-performing methods using EI (SPOT-Disorder and ODiNPred), when looking at both the AUC and the $\rho$ (Fig. 3). However, compared to our other methods (SETH, LinReg, ANN, LogReg), LinReg1D performed significantly worse.

AlphaFold2 captured CheZOD scores less well than older and newer top methods. AlphaFold2’s predicted reliability pLDDT was recently reported to capture some aspects of binary disorder (Wilson et al., 2021; Piovesan et al., 2022). However, we discovered that the $\rho$ between AlphaFold2’s pLDDT and CheZOD scores clearly neither reached the levels of the top expert solutions (SETH, LinReg, ANN, LogReg, LinReg1D or ODiNPred; Fig. 3A) trained on CheZOD scores, nor that of many other methods using EI (Nielsen and Mulder, 2019). However, given that AlphaFold2’s pLDDT was optimized to estimate the reliability of the 3D prediction, the agreement between the pLDDT and CheZOD scores was still remarkable ($\rho=0.56$). For instance, AlphaFold2 exceeded all disorder predictors not using EI evaluated in the large-scale comparison of disorder prediction methods (Nielsen and Mulder, 2019). Looking at the correlation between pLDDT scores and CheZOD scores in more detail (Fig. 4F) revealed that disordered residues (CheZOD≤8) were occasionally predicted with high confidence (pLDDT>80), which explained the rather low $\rho$. The performance of AlphaFold2’s pLDDT for the binary projection of CheZOD scores measured with the AUC was largely similar, i.e., AlphaFold2 performed similar to the best existing methods not using EI but fell short of expert solutions relying on EI and all models introduced here (Fig. 3B). The distance between AlphaFold2 and the best model was, however, not as large as for the $\rho$.

4 Discussion

We introduced SETH, a CNN for predicting the continuum of residue disorder defined by CheZOD scores (Nielsen and Mulder, 2020), exclusively using embeddings from the pLM ProtT5 (Elaggar et al., 2021) as input. We evaluated SETH, along with three even simpler pLM-based models, using identical (or slightly more conservative: Methods section 2.1 redundancy reduction) conditions as used recently to evaluate 26 disorder prediction methods (Nielsen and Mulder, 2019). We also added AlphaFold2’s predicted reliability pLDDT to this comparison motivated by
recent findings (Wilson et al., 2021; Piovesan et al., 2022).

**Supervised models picked up class imbalance.** The datasets used here for training (CheZOD1174) and testing (CheZOD1171) were chosen to ease comparability to existing methods (Nielsen and Mulder, 2019). However, we removed 151 sequences from ODiNPred’s (Dass et al., 2020) training set that shared more than 20% sequence similarity to the test set CheZOD117 to avoid information leakage. The resulting training and test sets differed substantially in their distributions of CheZOD scores (Supplementary Figure 1), with the training set having more ordered residues than the test set (train: 72% ordered vs. test: 31%). Since our regression models did not use any notion of classes, class imbalance was not corrected during training. This might explain why our supervised regression models trained on this imbalanced data (SETH, LinReg and ANN) mildly over-predicted the degree of residue order compared to the raw embedding values of dimension 295 (Fig. 4).

**Similar performance for five pLMs.** We trained simple linear regression models to predict CheZOD scores using embeddings from five pLMs, namely ProtT5 (Elnaggar et al., 2021), ProSE (Bepler and Berger, 2021), ESM-1b (Rives et al., 2021), ProtBERT (Elnaggar et al., 2021) and SeqVec (Heinzinger et al., 2019). Only SeqVec performed significantly worse than the others when evaluated on 10% of the training set (Fig. 1). The other four performed within the 95% CI of each other for this small data set. Since ProtT5 consistently reached the highest mean ρ and mean AUC and since it also outperformed other pLMs in previous studies (Heinzinger et al., 2021; Marquet et al., 2021; Stärk et al., 2021), we decided to focus on ProtT5 in our subsequent work.

**Simple classification model LogReg struggled where SETH excelled.** We carefully tested the effect of increasing the model complexity when inputting only embeddings. The simplistic linear regression (LinReg), along with the more complex ANN and SETH (CNN), established that the treatment of disorder as a regression problem improved over the supervised training on binary assignments (disorder/order; LogReg; Fig. 3). This was interesting because except for ODiNPred (Dass et al., 2020), most SOTA prediction methods for disorder realize a binary classification.

An ideal prediction method clusters pairs observed/predicted around the diagonal (Fig. 4). Qualitatively, SETH and ANN came closest to this, while LinReg had more spread-out clusters (Fig. 4A-C). In contrast to an ideal prediction, LogReg generated two clusters, one around probability 0 (disorder) and the other around 1 (order; Fig. 4D). Although such a bifurcation is expected for a logistic regression trained to classify, the off-diagonal shift of the data showed that LogReg struggled to capture subtle degrees of disorder/order, showing the limitations of training binary classification models on this problem. This qualitative analysis was supported by the ρ (Fig. 3A: SETH highest, LogReg lowest). However, the ρ was relatively similar between all four models, including LogReg. Nonetheless, SETH was consistently superior by all criteria (Fig. 3, 4).

**Significant improvement over SOTA with simpler models.** When comparing the performance of more complex solutions to the four models introduced here (SETH, LinReg, ANN, LogReg), we showed that fast and simple methods trained on top of ProtT5 embeddings numerically outperformed all existing approaches in terms of mean AUC (Fig. 3B), irrespective of whether they use evolutionary information (EI) from MSAs or not. In terms of mean ρ (Fig. 3A), three of our methods (SETH, LinReg and ANN) still outperformed all other models, while LogReg performed on par with ODiNPred. In terms of statistical significance for the ρ at the CI-95% level, all our models and ODiNPred significantly outperformed all other models evaluated.

For our best model SETH, the numerical improvement over ODiNPred was larger for the ρ than for the AUC. However, considering relative values, the improvement for the ρ was 15% of the maximally possible improvement, while that for AUC was 18%. Consequently, the seemingly small absolute improvement in AUC originated mostly from an already high performance which rendered any further improvement increasingly difficult.

**Disorder successfully predicted by single embedding dimension.** ProtT5 embeddings have 1024 dimensions for each residue. One of those 1024 (dimension 295) carried 86%-96% of the signal of the entire vector. Investigating further why this embedding dimension contains specific information
about one aspect of proteins, namely disorder, and if something similar can be observed for other dimensions and other tasks, could give valuable insights into pLMs in general.

**AlphaFold2 pLDDT not competitive as proxy for CheZOD score disorder.** It has recently been suggested that AlphaFold2’s pLDDT score is a reasonable indicator for disorder (Wilson et al., 2021; Piovesan et al., 2022). By plotting pLDDT against CheZOD scores (Fig. 4), we confirmed this basic correlation. In generalizing from the previous analyses using binary definitions of disorder/order, to the continuous scale of CheZOD scores, we additionally revealed that AlphaFold2 was often certain about a predicted structure (high pLDDT) even for highly disordered residues. This might indicate AlphaFold2 predictions to be overly optimistic in some of these cases, as disordered residues by definition do not adapt a rigid structure, making highly reliable predictions in this region unlikely. One possible explanation for this might be that while AlphaFold2 was only trained on single protein domains, some of these proteins were measured as homo- or heteromers. Consequently, the AlphaFold2 predictions might be biased in regions that are disordered in isolation but become rigid upon interaction. Furthermore, the mean pLDDT is trivially higher for shorter than for longer proteins (Monzon et al., 2022). Since the mean protein length for the test set CheZOD117 was only 112, this could also explain some outliers. More detailed analyses of AlphaFold2 predictions were beyond the scope of this work. Lastly, in agreement with recent results (Wilson et al., 2021; Piovesan et al., 2022), we found AlphaFold2 to be clearly outperformed by disorder specialists (Fig. 2), to the extent that mostly one of the 1024 dimensions mattered (Fig. 4E). Since SETH exclusively uses embeddings of single protein sequences, it easily scales to the analysis of entire proteomes, e.g., (dis-) order of all human proteins can be predicted in fewer than 30 minutes. Although the break-through AlphaFold2 (Jumper et al., 2021) 3D predictions may soon become available for most proteins, and although the per-residue reliability score (pLDDT) of AlphaFold2 predictions somehow correlates with disorder, the correlation between low pLDDT and CheZOD scores (Fig. 4) was so much inferior to the predictions of SETH to suggest the investment of fewer than 2 minutes per 1,000 proteins.

### 5 Conclusions

We introduced several novel methods exclusively using embeddings from the protein Language Model ProtT5 (Elnaggar et al., 2021) to predict per-residue protein disorder/order as proxied by CheZOD scores (based on NMR measurements (Nielsen and Mulder, 2020)). The best approach, dubbed SETH, captured fine-grained nuances of disorder on a continuous scale and outperformed the state-of-the-art methods (Nielsen and Mulder, 2019) using evolutionary information derived from multiple sequence alignments (Fig. 3). The solution was so successful because the unoptimized embeddings carried important information about disorder (Fig. 2), to the extent that mostly one of the 1024 dimensions mattered (Fig. 4E). Since SETH exclusively uses embeddings of single protein sequences, it easily scales to the analysis of entire proteomes, e.g., (dis-) order of all human proteins can be predicted in fewer than 30 minutes. Although the break-through AlphaFold2 (Jumper et al., 2021) 3D predictions may soon become available for most proteins, and although the per-residue reliability score (pLDDT) of AlphaFold2 predictions somehow correlates with disorder, the correlation between low pLDDT and CheZOD scores (Fig. 4) was so much inferior to the predictions of SETH to suggest the investment of fewer than 2 minutes per 1,000 proteins.

### 6 Software and prediction availability

SETH is available to download at [https://github.com/DagmarIlz/SETH](https://github.com/DagmarIlz/SETH) and available for online execution (no setup on your machine required) at [https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1vDWh5Y1BPxQq0ku6CkSXEJ25u2wSj?usp=sharing](https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1vDWh5Y1BPxQq0ku6CkSXEJ25u2wSj?usp=sharing). The predictions of SETH for Swiss-Prot (The UniProt et al., 2021) and the human proteome are available at [https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6673817](https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6673817).
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9 Abbreviations

3D: three-dimensional, i.e., co-ordinates of all atoms/residues in a protein; A1: artificial intelligence; AlphaFold2: AI-based method reliably predicting protein 3D structure from EI/MSAs (Jumper et al., 2021); ANN: artificial feed-forward neural network; AUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; CheZOD scores: chemical shift Z-scores (Nielsen and Mulder, 2019); CI: confidence interval, here typically used as the 95% CI implying an interval between ±1.96*StandardError; CNN: convolutional neural network; EI: evolutionary information; IDR: intrinsically disordered region; LogReg: logistic regression; LSTM: long short-term memory cell; MSA: multiple sequence alignment; NLP: Natural Language Processing; NMR: nuclear magnetic resonance; PIDE, percentage pairwise sequence identity; pLDDT: predicted local distance difference test from AlphaFold2 (Jumper et al., 2021); pLM: protein language model; SOTA: state-of-the-art; t-SNE: t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding; r: Spearman correlation coefficient.
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